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Monday night as the Student
Council debated revocation of a
previous $350 grant to the Kenyon
Hockey Club.
A point of order on the preced-
ing week's vote (which authori-
zed the grant) started the meet-
ing. Pat McGraw objected to the
vote, and claimed it was invalid
because Perry Lentz had cast two
votes, one a proxy ballot for an
absent member.
By invalidating the vote, Mc-
Graw hoped to reopen discus-
sion on the grant to the Hockey
Club.
THE DIALOGUE that took
place in the august Council cham-
bers during the invalidation de-
bate went something like this
(names supplied upon request):
"You can't do this until the vote
is invalidated. . . ."
"You want to take our money?"
"Tom, I think we're getting
away from the issue . . ."
"We've got to decide whether
last week's vote was valid."
"I'd like to ask the Hockey club
one question . . ."
"But this is irrelevant, Tom . ."
FINALLY, after 19 minutes of
debate, President Finger ruled to
reopen the question.
In the meeting of Nov. 19, the
Council had voted to give the
Hockey Club $350, if it could show
proof that it had exhausted all
other means of financial support
in particular, The Kenyon Klan.
The club hadn't been able to meet
formally with the Klan, because
that group won't have its next
meeting until Monday.
Tom Price raised objections at
both meetings of the Council on
the "eleventh hour" appeal of the
Hockey Club. Price said: "dur-
ing the past two and a half months
the Council has been meeting each
week. Since the Hockey Club
didn't see fit to come to us then,
I feel no great sympathy to rush
to a decision now."
LENTZ, obviously a hockey fan,
countered with "if a baby is
caught in a house set afire by
its playing with matches, you
wouldn't spank it before rescuing
it. The Hockey Club, if rescued;
has the potential to become a
healthy baby. We should help
save it."
(Cont. on page 6, Col. 1)
A SERIOUS ERROR . . .
Occasionally a reporter will
make a mistake. Such a mis-
take was made in the Novem-
ber 15 issue of The Collegian.
I confused a witness at the
Judicial Board hearing
Charles Crabtree with a de-
fendant, Eugene Kleiner. Each
reference in the story to Mr.
Crabtree should have read as
a reference to Mr. Kleiner.
Mr. Crabtree has been ser-
iously maligned, although by
accident. It is my futile hope
that all those who read the
original article will read this
apology. I thank Mr. Crabtree
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Judgement On Dance Weekend . . .
Judicial Board
Two Collegian
The Student Judicial Board met
Tuesday for its most publicized
meeting this year, but the "head-
line case" turned out to be
routine, while a couple of "sleep-
ers" were surprises.
In the most talked about case
of 1962, Collegian Editors Fred
Kluge and Tom Black, along with
Dave Burch were charged with
violation of rule 2E concerning
entertainment of women guests in
dormitories after hours.
An amused gallery of about 20
gathered to view the proceedings.
COMMITTEE SCHEDULES
EGGHEAD TOURNAMENT
An ambitious tournament will
begin the week of Jan. 7 to choose
Kenyon's entrants for a March 17
General Electric College Bowl ap-
pearance.
Barry Mankowitz, chairman of
the College Bowl committee,
hopes to see 50-6- 0 students at the
first contest in Rosse Hall. En-
trants will be allowed from three
to five seconds to write the an-
swers to each of a series of rapid
fire questions. The entire un-
dergraduate student body will be
eligible.
THE TOP 15 in the first round
will be required to enter another
contest early in February where
Questions will be answered orally.
Procedure in the second contest
will be much like that used on the
show.
The eight students chosen in the
second round of the tournament
will be ranked in ability on the
basis of their performances in a
number of subsequent contests.
The final team, four contesants
and four alternates, will be chosen
three weeks before the first tele-
vision appearance. Only the top
four will be allowed to make the
trip to New York.
Accompanying the team to New
York and assisting in the selection
of contestants will be faculty ad-
viser Paul Trescott, chairman of
the Economics Department. Other
members of the selection commit-
tee are seniors Bob Goldman and












All three defendants pleaded
guilty, with extenuating circum-
stances. Kluge explained that
while walking through East Di-
vision he met Black and Burch
with their dates emerging from
Black's room about 10:30, Nov. 16.
All had drinks, except for
Kluge. Black offered to make him
one, from a private liquor stock
in his room. Kluge accepted. The
defendants and their dates still
had their overcoats on when
Officer Cass' inevitable knock was
heard on the door.
The defendants emphasized that
the whole affair was just a chance
and innocent meeting.
The Board accepted their pleas,
and gave all three written warn-
ings.
"You lead a mean and dissipated
life, and you come to take these
things in stride," smiled Kluge.
Two other defendants didn't
smile.
Freshman Bob Gorden was
turned in by his Bexley proctor,
Bob Scott. Gorden apparently
told several classmates that he
was going to have a girl in his
room early on the Sunday morn-
ing of dance weekend. The class-
mates told their friends, and soon
the story was well circulated.
Eventually the tale reached
Scott. He felt that since the tale
had gained such widespread cir-
culation, that the college's reputa-
tion was at stake, and he should
turn Gorden in, if the stories were
true.
As soon as Scott started to talk
to him, Gorden confessed having
the girl in his room from four to
six a.m. Nov. 18.
The board accepted his plea of
(Cont. on page 6, Col. 2)
Shoup Will Consider
Communist Disruption
Professor Paul S. Shoup of
the Department of Political
Science will deliver the first
Faculty Lecture of the college
vear at 8 p.m. Monday, Dec. 3,
in Philo Hall. His topic will
be "Social Science Research on
Methods of Penetration and
Disruption of Communist So
cieties."
Lund Foresees Hours Change;
Criticizes Our Judicial Board
The women's hours campaign and actions of the Student Judicial
Board, the two conversation topics
times, became one in the Collegian's
F. Edward Lund this Monday. And
somewhat better than the Judicial Board.
While predicting some extension of women's hours, the President
urged the abolition of the Student Judicial Board.
Predicts Faculty Change
Of Date-Nig- ht Deadline
The Faculty Council is inclined
to liberalize weekend hours for the
entertainment of women guests,
but remains less enthusiastic
about a weekday extension, Col-
lege President F. Edward Lund
told the Collegian this week.
Surveying the women's hours
prospects, Lund agreed with the
Student Council that the conclave
of student leaders with the fac-
ulty council had been a "good
meeting." Lund praised the two
hour session and agreed "that
there should be more of this sort
of exchange ... in a family like
this college."
THE FACULTY Council fol-
lowed the conference with stu
dents with a meeting of its own
this week. The result of the
closed meeting was a cautiously
worded statement announcing
substantial progress" towards
the "general nature of a decision."
The Faculty Council promised to
reach a final proposal in yet a
third meeting this Monday. The
proposal will then be submitted
to the final decision of the entire
faculty on December 10.
The proposals will themselves
not be considered final, but only
provisional and "interim" await-
ing the descent of the self-studie- rs
from the mountains of reflection.
"While the faculty council will
not say what it has been consid
ering concerning enforcement of
the regulations (i.e. "home rule,'
the problem of chaperones, etc.)
the Faculty Council does not plan
to make any changes in the reg
ulations concerning drinking."
(Cont. on page 4, Col. 31
Myers Backs His Program:
"Lecturers Are Busy Men "
Is the Kenyon lectureships pro-
gram fertile ground for fly-by-nig- ht
political charlatans and grey-haire- d
dotards past their prime t Is the
appearance justified of a lecturer
with little to offer but his name?
Would the intellectual atmosphere
of the College be enriched by lesser-know- n
figures who could stay on
campus for a week or more thus
allowing more ccmtact between lec-
turer and students? Early this
week Collegian News Editor John
Camper sat down with Lecture-
ships Chairman Gerald Myers to
discuss the problems of obtaining
qualified lecturers.
"The idea of obtaining lecturers
for extended stays has been
kicked around this campus for
quite some time," Myers said.
"When I inherited this position
(Chairman of the Lectureships
Committee) I got in touch with
some 30 colleges about their lec-
tureships programs. I found that
our program compares favorably
with colleges of comparable size."
"Amherst is quite hopeful about
their program of having lecturers
stay for a week or more as last
week's Collegian advocated," he
said.
BUT MYERS saw several prob-
lems in running this type of pro
that so alter and illuminate our
interview with College President
the women's hours proposals fared
Judges Have Not
Acted Judiciously
The Judicial Board weathered
a storm this week, as College
President Lund voiced dissatis-
faction with its current posture,
suggested its abolition, and the
"reconstruction" of the Appeals
Board. In its Monday afternoon
meeting, the Faculty Council de-
clined to confirm these sugges-
tions, and it seemed, as we went
to press, thai the Judicial Board
had survived its criticism.
The increasing possibility of an
extension of women's hours has
provoked administration concern
over the current system of en-
forcement, and specific criticism
of the actions of the Judicial
Board. This week, President Lund
indicated to the Collegian his
personal feeling that extension of
hours should be accompanied by
abolition of the Judicial Board.
Declaring that the Judicial
Board could have "proceeded
more judiciously," the President
felt that a "reconstructed appeals
board" could function more satis-
factorily. The appeals board now
includes three students and three
faculty members. Its reconstruc-
tion would add Dean of Students
Thomas J. Edwards as an ex-offic- io
member.
Commenting on the Judicial
Board's posture, Lund declared
"They haven't been able to define
their procedure" and have become
involved in "personalities and side
issues."
THE QUESTION of the Board's
performance is not a "matter of
(Cont. on page 4, Col. 3)
gram. "Lecturers are busy men.
Sir Hamilton Gibb (who lectured
earlier this month) told me he
accepts only one outside speaking
engagement per semester and that
he chose Kenyon over a number
of other colleges."
Also, bringing a man here for
an extended stay involves a
greater expense than a one-nig-ht
stand. "This would force us to
cut down on the number of lec-
turers we could have throughout
the year. Amherst boys can take
advantage of lectures at Smith,
University of Massachusetts and
Mt. Holyoke to make up for the
lower number of lectures Amherst
itself has. When a college is
isolated as ours is, it needs a
number of lectures to keep it in
touch with the outside world."
Myers emphasized that he has
tried to get this year's lecturers
to meet with honor students maj-
oring in the speakers' fields. "(Dr.
Irvin) Ehrenpreis met with Eng-
lish honor students after his
lecture; (Dr. Edward) Condon
met with physics honor students;
Gibb met with social science
students," he said, "so it hasn't
been quite such a shotgun affair.
(Cont. on page 6, Col. 3)
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moment to prefer the latter." Thomas Jefferson.
Mixed Emotions
This journal has noted with regret in the past that the
faculty has been reluctant to participate fully in student
affairs, and has, in fact, abdicated responsibility for the
defense or change of campus rules, that it itself, once passed.
THE EFFECT of this academic indifference has clearly
been unfortunate. For one, Dean Edwards has unfairly and
against his will, been cast in the thankless role of Super Cop.
enforcing rules other people once promulgated, and now
ignore. Secondly, students attempting to effect reform of
rules had found it difficult to locate the parties responsible;
evasion, and lack of clear mandate have frustrated sincere
efforts at change, or at the discussion of it.
It is now our pleasant obligation to announce what seems
to be the beginnings of this problem's solution. We refer
to the meeting of Student Council representatives with the
Faculty Council two Mondays ago.
THE COLLEGIAN noted the faculty's obvious interest
in campus affairs, their intelligent concern and apparent
sympathy for student problems.
This is not to maintain that the meeting amounted to a
happy union of Student Council, Faculty, and President. Cer
tainly, the direct action students had urged became bogged
down, somewhat frustratingly, in the whole context of linger-
ing college problems and debate the fraternity system
use of alcohol, nature of Kenyon parties, students social life,
school's national reputation, etc. Certainly, the Student Coun
cil, in addressing itself to one major problem, could not have
been reasonably expected to provide bandages for all the
campus sores.
Thus, the women's hours problem, like a clear tributary
joining a Mississippi, has now become involved, perhaps in-
evitably, in a sinuous, snaggy, somewhat murky march. The
Faculty Council's welcome determination to offer interim ac-
tion indicates their recognition of this fact. We at least will
have a social life-ra- ft to last us till the river hits the gulf.
THUS, IN the end, we were left quite optimistic by the
Faculty Council's attitude and interest in student affairs. We
endorse and look forward to a continued intelligent discourse
between student and faculty groups in the future.
The Faculty Council, we might add, is presided over by
College President Lund. We feel that the straightforward
concern and honesty demonstrated by the Faculty Council
was matched and led by his own. This, too, offers great hope
for the future.
. . . Now, let us return briefly, perhaps for the last time,
to rather personal reflections on the topic of women's hours.
It had always been this editor's misconception that con-
frontation with Judicial Board was something that happened
to the other guy. An unpremeditated and unwelcome union
with the ubiquitous Mr. Cass over dance weekend brought
yours truly and his associate, Tom Black, before the Judicial
Board.
THE EDITORS do not claim innocence of the rules viola-
tion, do not claim unfairness on the part of Cass or the Judic-
ial Board, and do not expect to employ the Collegian as an
elevator to martyrdom.
This, however, must be said: It has been argued that the
administration does not legislate morality. Indeed it does
not, and cannot. It does legislate, and is concerned with ap-
pearances instead: not with fire, but smoke, not with morality
but .... the strategic maneuver of lady guests.
Perhaps this must be so. But one assumes that there must
exist some distant, original connection between morality and
law . . . that the latter is framed with reasonable, humane
consideration of the limitations and latitude of the former.
By adopting a course that is wise and prudent, the law avoids
hypocrisy on one hand, and flagrant disobedience on the other.
The crowning achievement of the current code at Kenyon is
that it invites both.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
STUDENTS SCORE JUDICIAL BOARD,
CHASTISE UNUNIFORMED MR. CASS
To the Editor:
On Tuesday evening, November
27, 1962, the Student Judicial
Board convened to consider a note
from Dean Edwards concerning a
violation of rule 2E by one Robert
Gorden. The result of the hearing
was that same Mr. Gorden was
placed on social probation.
Certain mitigating factors sur-
rounding the case that were not
brought out at the hearing should
be registered. These facts in our
opinion undermine the whole
credibility of the case appearing
before the board.
Mr. Gorden was not at any time
apprehended or seen by either
officer Cass or Bob Scott, the proc
tor who reported the violation. Mr.
Scott received his information
pertaining to the case by word
of mouth from two students who,
in the defendant's words, - were
intoxicated at the time. Upon
questioning by Mr. Scott concern
ing the alleged incident Robert
Gorden admitted to him (sup
posedly in confidence), that he did
commit the alleged violation. As
a result Mr. Scott deemed that he
had no other alternative than to
report the incident to Dean Ed
wards.
The previously cited factors
bring up four important points:
(a) Who exactly is responsible for
reporting alleged violations to
"the proper authorities?" If this
power is delegated to the students
themselves (as the facts surround
ing the case seem to indicate) each
and every student should be is




Responding to the recent Cuban
situation, the United States once
again demonstrated the inade-
quacy of its foreign policy. The
method chosen was force, and
force does not constitute a long-rang- e
solution to the Communist
challenge or to world peace and
security.
Soviet offensive missies in Cuba
were the price of having support-
ed Batista and his predecessors
and having opposed the Twenty-Sixt- h
of July movement at a time
when the revolution was not ideo-
logical. That we may prevent
further crises which make war in-
evitable, the Student Peace Union
recommends the following steps:
1. Resumption of diplomatic
and trade relations with
Cuba in order to insure com-
munication and negotiation.
2. A flexible diplomacy through
increased support of and
committment to the United
Nations.
3. General steps toward dis-
armament under United Na-
tions supervison to include
meaningful unilateral initia-
tives, such as removal of
those bases whose strategic
value is only aggressive.
The Student Peace Union
of Kenyon College.
To the Editor
Saturday night, the Kenyon
College Campus Police, acting on
the report of a sharp-eye- d night
watchman executed their most
effective and comprehensive en-
forcement of College rules to date.
In the early afternoon, a bed was
placed in the parking lot behind
Hanna Hall. It remained in that
place throughout the afternoon
and on until 11 at night. At 11,
it became apparent that the ma-
chinery of the law had been en-
gaged.
Three students saw a pickup
truck pull into the parking lot
and discharge Security Officers
Jim Cass and Dick Simpson. They
proceeded to load the offending
bed into the truck, start the truck,
and leave. The three students,
Pharis, Rice and Hughes, followed
in three separate cars. It was
observed that the bed was taken
into Old Kenyon, and that Cass
and Simpson returned empty-haude- d.
When asked if they had
put the bed in the building, they
replied, 'No." Thereupon, they
again entered the truck and drove
to their headquarters in Ascen-
sion Hall. The three students
again followed, and Pharis was
talking to Cass when the owner
of the bed happened by. Being
a normally curious person, this
person (myself) wondered at the
unusual amount of traffic in As-
cension Hall's parking lot. When
I asked, I was informed that my
bed had been impounded. I went
into Headquarters Building and
asked for its return. I was in-
formed by Cass that, although he
had unlocked the storage room,
then relocked it, he was unable
Disobey Philander?
to unlock it again. In a patient,
I - am - dumb - but - honest - and
- loyal tone of voice, he explained
that in doing so, he would "jeo-
pardize" his job. More patient
questioning brought out the legal
basis for this impounding: the
bed is College property and was
removed to protect it from the
cold weather and frost. It might
be noted that he also took a pillow
which is not College property,
and that a bedspread, which
would have protected the whole
bed from the rages of Gambier
November, was missing. Further
discussion proved to be of no avail
and I left. The three witnesses
also returned. The following
night, a call to Dean Edwards
cleared up the whole incident in
less than two minutes; the bed
was released.
This whole incident is ludicrous.
It does, however, illustrate the
calibre of this year's Campus
Police. We have as Head Secur-
ity Officer a man who refuses to
wear a uniform, a man who
sneaks around the halls in tennis
shoes, and a man who hounds in-
dividual students when he knows
they have women guests on cam-
pus. To this smiling hyprocrite,
who jovially and paternally clasps
your shoulder during the week
then charges into your room at
1 Sunday morning to see if any-
one is around," to this pretender
to the F.B.I., the College has en-
trusted the considerably discre-
tionary powers of head of the





by John A. Gable
"He climbed the Hill and said a
prayer,
And founded Kenyon College
there . . ."
These lines from Kenyon Col-
lege's familiar anthem refer to
the combined religious and aca-
demic efforts of our founder,
Bishop Philander Chase. In 1823
the cleric wrote of Kenyon, ". . .
we will build the temple, humble
as it may be, to the glory of God."
A lot of water has passed under
the Kokosing bridge since the
pious wilderness apostle penned
those words.
THE PASSAGE of time is in-
dicated by the topic the Kenyon
Christian Fellowship has spon-
sored for debate in the Peirce Hall
Lounge this Sunday:
"Resolved: The Time Has Come
for Kenyon to Sever its Ties with
the Episcopal Church." Bill Hol-lenbec- k,
Chairman of the Fellow-
ship, has announced that Tom
Price and Dave Powers will es-
pouse the affirmative, while Pat
McGraw and Rick Houghton
argue the negative.
The Collegian this week asked
the College Chaplain, The Rev.
Richard F. Hettlinger, about the
coming debate and about religion
on the campus in general. Rev. Mr.
Hettlinger declared that the pur-
pose of the debate is "to get the
WE FEEL certain that a code which condemns innocent,
quiet, polite conversation at 11 in the evening has lost this
connection; that it is in fact, bankrupt, stupid, and corruptF JjTj J.1 1 -- ill--.uiat rnrougn its Dimctness, it has lost respect, encouraged vio-
lation and has, as such, fostered genuine immorality.
The editors of the Collegian are guilty of a rules violation
. . . They are not guilty of a moral violation . . . Under the
current system, the twain shall never meet. P.F.K.
real question raised about the re-
lationship or lack of it between
the church and a liberal arts col-
lege." The debate really poses
the question: "Is Christianity in
any way integral to the life and
work of Kenyon, or is it merely a
pious activity which may be suit-
ably used to give moral support
to academic functions which could
perfectly well proceed with out
its help?"
This is, he stated, a matter of
"integrity." "I would rather see
Kenyon say it has no connection
with the Episcopal Church than
use it as a sort of frosting or icing.
It is intellectually dishonest to
attract students with a Church
background or funds from Church
members on the grounds of a
supposed religious character if
such does not now exist at Ken-
yon."
THE CHAPLAIN observed that
there is at present no organized
move to. separate Kenyon College
from its traditional and historical
ties with the Episcopal Church.
The topic of the debate does not
in any way mean to suggest that
there is, or should be, any such
move anywhere on campus. The
topic was selected by the Fellow-
ship Committee, the Chaplain
said, to examine the questions
mentioned above.
(Cont. on page 4, Col. 4)
COLLEGE CHAPEL
Sundays








by A Distant Friend
Better be careful how you apply the notion of environment to a
human being, especially if you are scientifically inclined. The
environment determining the way a cannon ball rolls down an
incline plane and its coming to rest at the bottom is one thing. The
environment influencing the way you came to rest at Kenyon
College, beginning as a little shaver at home and school,' is quiteanother. The laws of physics will not explain all of this. Nor will
the laws of chemistry or biology or sociology. The reason is that
decisions must be considered if a course of human action is to be
explained. No cannon ball or any of its ballistic associates decides
on a course of action. It just moves, in accordance with actual
circumstances.
Decisions are made in response to possibilities what could
be realized if a certain course of action is taken. When you get
going that way you are not just in motion like the cannon ball. The
environment that counts for most when you are deciding and acting
as a human being is precisely a set of possibilities you are responsive
to, circumstances that might be but actually are not.
The existentialists are so impressed with this that they define a
man as what he actually is not, or as what he might be but actually
isn't. And isn't this after all what most preoccupies a man? Dreams
of what he is not in fact, and of Utopian circumstances that in fact
are not around him? So your non-bein- g turns out to be pretty
important, if you like the existentialist's funny way of putting it.
The moral of the existentialist philosophy of man is that, if your
environing world of dreamt up possibilities is to take on order and
meaning, you are going to have to make decisions and abide by
them with a disciplined passion. The world you want is not ready
made around you. It will be your creation, inner at first, and then
with some degree of external realization if you are lucky.
Peirce T.V. Ma's Idea
KENYON'S MOTHER IMAGE
CHATS ABOUT HER FOLK
by Al Vogeler
"Our guest house serves a great
function at Kenyon, not only for
the students, but also for the
faculty, and those who live here."
The speaker Mrs. Carolyn Roll-
er, Kenyon's first lady and pro-
prietress of our hostelry.
Mrs. Roller, who, in her fourth
year as hostess of the Alumni
House "can't remember a night
I didn't have a guest here," has
become an integral part of Dance
Weekends, the Commons, and
Kenyon life in general, and is
held in such high esteem by ap-
preciative Kenyon men that she
has earned the affectionate nick-
name "Ma." Well acquainted with
happenings at the college, "Ma"
had numerous comments and ob-
servations to make about Kenyon.
ASKED IF the college had any
salient weakpoints, she had this
to say: "I haven't thought much
about it. I am more concerned
with the weakpoints of myself
and the Alumni House, and that I
and the House might be worthy of
Kenyon. But of course I'm in a
position to see the great need for
a recreational or home-lik- e place
on campus.
"I asked that students be able
to use my phone, the lounge and
the T.V., but we were so swamped
that guests were unable to use
these things. When they came
downstairs, they had to sit in the
back. Quite often there would be
fourteen students lined up in the
hall. After all, there are only two
private phones on campus, here
and in Watson, but I understand
they're not too welcome there.
"I mentioned the situation to
the trustppq of t.hp college and I
had to discontinue the Alumni
House's use to those who did not
have guests here. That really hurt
me I felt like I was shutting
mv familv nut. "
MRS ROLLER revealed she was
instrumental in obtaining new
phone booths and a television for
the Peirce Hall lounge. 'In my re-Po- rt
tn tVio tmotopc T pvnlained
the situation. They got two new
Pnones and a T.V.. which has giv- -
en the students the opportunities
"iey couldn't have here. Still, 1
uke to see them often. Many
come here to discuss problems
they couldn't quite to the Dean or
their advisor about. My door is
always open."
Our hostess pointed out that a- -
side from the social life she found
many outstanding qualities in the
college. Eyebrows furrowed, she
pondered a moment, then opined,
'the thing I like best about the
college is the faculty, since there
is the college. The President and
his wife should be recognized for
all the hard work they do, as
well."
About the character of Kenyon
men T appreciate personally
the fact that they are so person-
able in the dining hall. I was ask
ed by Mr. Ward of Saga to eat
there whenever I wanted; at first
I was reticent. You know; a
woman in the dining hall of a
men's college. But students have
been quite gracious to me, and
have invited me to their tables.
consider eating in Peirce, one of
the most enjoyable moments of
the day."
SINCE Mrs. Roller has had, in
some cases, a closer contact with
students' dates than the girls' sup-Dos- ed
escorts, she has become
rather attached to them. What
does she think of these girls? "I
always feel that the girls who
come to the Alumni house are a
family returned. I have some
girls who have been coming here
for years .... On the whole they
are very fine young ladies. You'll
always have one or two that are
a little inexperienced, and some-
times need a little guidance, but
as a rule, they are very fine young
ladies."
On the shelf of a bookcase in her
small sitting room were neatly
stacked several issues of The Col-
legian. Mrs. Roller had these com-
ments about this journal: "I think
The Collegian is doing a wonder-
ful job. It is a great outlet for the
tensions of the isolation and the
freedom here which one feels so
compelled to use. It's our little
home paper, very much like a
family when it has a 'blow-up- '.
Afterwards, everything settles
down, and everyone is the better
for it.
"The Collegian must remember
that it goes out of the family. I
(Cent, page 6, Col. 1)
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Four Chairs No Waiiing
At Big Bear Shopping Cenler
9-- 9 Daily
i r f MWjT
s
Everything looks brighter over a glass of
Schaefer beer. It's the one beer to have
when you're having more than one.
'THE HUT" bar & pizza
Best Pizza, submarine
Carry Our beer
Come see Jo-J- o Mazza, Jr.
Across from "Cochran's Ford"
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Remember When?
Workmen hammer away at
The building, described by a workman as in better condition than
many other campus structures, will house offices of the Admissions
Department, Kenyon Review, Vice President of Development, News
Bureau, Mimeographing and Addressing Departments. The former
reference room will be turned over to the faculty and trustees as
a meeting chamber.
Physicist Condon Calls For
U.N. Backed Universities
An observer present at the first
of the two semiannual Larwell
lectures, presented Nov. 19 at the
Hill Theatre, could not honestly
state that "throngs of curious stu-
dents filled the room to capacity."
Rather, a mere handful of science
majors and faculty showed up to
hear Dr. Edward U. Condon, visit-
ing lecturer at Oberlin College,
speak about "Education for World
Understanding."
Condon seemed to have a larger
reputation in the field of physics
than in the field of world affairs.
He had taught at Princeton and
the University of Minnesota and
had become a full professor at the
latter institution at the age of 27.
He had also held the directorship
of the National Bureau of Stand-
ards in Washington, D. C.
PHYSICS STUDENTS will as-
sociate his name with that of his
late associate, Niels Bohr, the
founder of the modern theory of
the atom and with the develop-
ment of the idea of atomic energy.
Currently Condon is on the
faculty of Washington University
in St. Louis.
After introductions by Profes-
sors Myers and Miller, Condon
began his lecture by recalling his
work with Bohr. He talked about
his part in the development of the
atomic bomb and about "new
outlooks and alignments" in his-
tory, and stressed the point that
"we cannot trifle with morals"
but that "we must bring atomic
energy under international con-
trol."
Condon said the efforts of the
Scandinavian countries were in
the "forefront of international
cooperation," since they deglorify
war in their textbooks "history
should not be rewritten but it
should be truthful," he asserted.
Condon called the U.S-Cub- a
tension of Oct. 22 of this year
"a real crisis" and an "actuality"
and proceeded to quote President
Kennedy, arguing that we must
the renovation of the old library.
stress a "peace race before the
arms race ends the human race."
Condon declared that U. S. bases
in Turkey are trivial "because
missiles can travel between the
two countries (U. S. and Russia)
in about 20 minutes." We should
withdraw our troops in this area
to "relieve international tension
without hurting our military
strength," the scientist suggested.
Condon applauded ex-Presid- ent
Eisenhower's plan for world edu-
cation but criticized his plan on
the grounds that it was "not a
panacea but a major contribution'
and yet that Eisenhower's plan for
a "world school of understanding"
was "too limited in scope."
Eisenhower had suggested that
some 2,000 students of the world
be educated in history, political
science, etc., to provide a sort
of international "peace corps" for
the entire world. Condon said the
U. S. will spend approximately
S50-billi- on on war material next
year and the total world expendi-
ture in this category will be ap-
proximately $120-billio- n. He rather
idealistically proposed that the
United Nations levy a tax of 1
of this amount "for investment of
security to prevent indiscriminate
mass bombing."
HE CONTINUED to describe
how money from this tax assess-
ment would be used to build a
chain of U.N. sponsored universi-
ties throughout the world which
would be "of better caliber than
the Air Force Academy and the
cost would be less (for each
school)." He explained that some
100,000 students would be trained
in medicine, agriculture, and en-
gineering. He hoped for the
"abandonment of outlying bases
such as Guantanamo" and pro-
posed that we "beat our swords
into ploughshares" by establishing












(Cont from page 1, col. 4)
The earlier meeting had been
largely devoted to a discussion of
the use of alcohol among Kenyon
students, and several members of
the Faculty Council had indicated
an interest in altering existing
liquor rules. Hence, the Faculty
Council's ruling may be read as
a refutation, (at least a temporary
one), of that sentiment.
Although the Faculty Council
was keeping its women's hours
proposals quiet, President Lund
had indicated that students might
expect to receive "half a loaf."
The Collegian has since learned
that the loaf probably will be
sliced in a fashion extending
Friday and Saturday night hours,
and keeping the weekday restric-
tions as they are. Faculty mem-
bers have indicated ... as have
parents ... a desire that dorms
be reserved strictly for study
purposes on weekends. "They
won't go for weekdays," the Pres-
ident straightforwardly informed
this journal, adding that the Coun




(Cont. from page 1, col. 5)
black and white" Lund conceded,
adding they have done "a good
job" but following with the opin-
ion that the Board has "lately
been quite confused . . . about
their position." The President ex-
pressed no judgment on specific
cases, nor did he indicate any
sentiment as to whether judg
ments have been too severe, or
too lenient.
Lund's statements, quoted a-bo- ve,
were made before Monday's
Faculty Council meeting. The
Collegian since has learned that
the Council chose not to abolish
the Judicial Board. Hence, that
body apparently will continue to
exist, despite the President's





The Kenyon Debate Society
began its season with an encour-
aging performance at a four-tea- m
meet at Ohio Weslayan, Nov. 10.
President George Seltzer and
Dave Powers, upholding the nega-
tive position, scored victories over
Wesleyan and Denison. Tom Price
and Al Volkuwitz, stressing the
affirmative, lost their two matches
to Wooster and Denison.
In the first match of the meet,
the Kenyon debaters lost their
chance to win when the affirma-
tive squad lost to eventual win-
ner Wooster, which finished with
a 3-- 1 record. The Lords tallied an
even 2-- 2 score.
SELTZER was pleased with
the overall performance of
his talkers. "At the Denison
warmup tournament we found
three very good freshmen," he
commented. "The 'direct clash'
type of debate was a new format
to our squad."
Seltzer added that he was still
looking for the best combinations
of men to represent Kenyon. So-
ciety Adviser Professor Trescott
opined that as soon as the team
finds the right combinations, "the
boys should do very well."
FOLLOWING the Wesleyan
meet, the Society went back to
preparing for the grueling 40-tea- m





WHAT ARE Kenyon's ties with
the Episcopal Church? Rev. Mr.
Hettlinger referred us to the
"College Bulletin," which states
that services in the chapel are
official college functions, and that
"the College has enjoyed close
association with the Protestant
Episcopal Church."
Further, there the College Con-
stitution provides for five clerical
members of the Board of Trustees,
including the incumbent Bishops
of the Dioceses of Southern Ohio
and Ohio, who alternate each year
as Chairman of the Board. There
is, however, no authority over the
college by any part of the Church,
and there are no official financial
ties, although Episcopal clergy
are often very active fund raisers
for the school. Also churchmen
"qua" churchmen are often prom-
inent donors. The College main-
tains an Episcopal divinity school,
Bexley Hall, of course.
The Constitution also states
that "no person shall be ineligible
for admission as a student in
Kenyon College or as a member
of the faculty for reason of race
or because of any religious tenet
he may profess, nor shall any re-
ligious test be required of such
person." As the Kenyon cleric
put it: "Everyone is free to hold
and expound his own view: what
alone is false to our spirit is in-
difference or apathy." He sees a
"very widespread rejection of in-
stitutionalized religion here at
Kenyon," but he doesn't "think
there is a general apathy to relig-
ious issues."
THE CHAPLAIN was further
asked what Kenyon should do
that it is not doing now to fulfill
its religious obligations. He said:
"We should find ways of convey-
ing to the student body the fact
that prayer and worship are re-
garded as integral to our purposes,
while at the same time respecting
individual freedom by making
such occasions voluntary both for
faculty and for students."
"I would like to see from time
to time the whole question of the
place of religious faith in the aca-
demic community aired. Let's not
leave this to be inferred by the
mere existence of a chapel."
Also, "much more could un
Should Students
(Cont. from
sued a blue uniform and a flash-
light at the beginning of his fresh-
man year; (b) If the rule of "citi-
zen's arrest" does indeed prevail
at Kenyon, the admission of biased
hearsay may be used at judicial
board meetings as substantial evi-
dence; (c) What exactly deter-
mines what cases should be
brought to the Judicial Board's
consideration?
If, hypothetic-ally- , a student
goes up to officer Cass a given
period after a violation and re-
ports facts to him concerning the
act may he then report this vio-
lation to the Dean of Students
without direct confirmation of
the act itself?
(d) The defendant, Mr. Gorden,
declared that Bob Scott knew of
the presence of another student
in his room at the time of the vio-
lation. We must conclude that
this individual's presence at the
time had no bearing on Mr Gor-
don's case whatsoever in that it
was not brought out at the ju-
dicial board hearing.
This raises a question as to the
consistency of rule 2E concerning
page 2, col. 5)
doubtedly be done to impart high
standards of responsibility and
maturity in non-academ- ic matters
to our students."
ASKED how these three things
could be implemented, the Chap-
lain replied that he would be in
favor of having it made "easier
to take religion courses." He
termed a religion major "highly
desirable." "If any religious faith
is going to be seriously examined,
it has to be examined within the
classroom." He thought, however,
that the dead dispute over com-
pulsory chapel has "queered the
pitch" for increasing the number
and accesibility of religious cour-
ses.
Rev. Mr. Hettlinger spoke out
in favor of more student contact
on an informal level with the
faculty to help resolve the prob-
lem of standards. He also is in
favor of defining the familiar
"Gentleman Clause" "if it can
be done."
Mr. Hettlinger added: ' I en-
vision the role of chaplain not as
handing down a set of standards,
but more in helping students to
work for themselves a more ade-
quate understanding of the world
and their experience."
IN A POLL conducted last year
in connection with the Self Study
Program, twenty-fiv- e seniors and
juniors were asked if they thought
that religion was an integral part
of Kenyon life. Eighteen replied
that it was not. It was learned by
this reporter with no surprise in
talks with students that while
advocacy of severing Kenyon's
present ties with the Church is
not imminent, most would oppose
any move to "beef up" Kenyon's
religious commitment, especially
if there were anything compul-
sory about it.
Although religious sentiments
are written in large colorful script
on the walls of the Kenyon Chap-
el, the present small church at-
tendance, coupled with the well-know- n
scarcity of committed
Christians on campus may spell
the handwriting on the wall for
the Chapels Scriptural Sentiments.
Much water has flowed under the
Kokosing since the days of Bishop
Chase. Sunday's debate may in-
dicate how much.
Be Policemen?
page 2, col. 3)
bystanders present at the time of
the violation (Mr. Fred Kluge
was brought up on the 27th for
just this violation and received as
his punishment a written warn-
ing from the board the same
punishment that was meted out
to the violaters).
Mr. Kluge was apparently ig-
norant .of the fact that innocent
bystanders present at a violation
of above rule do not share their
guilt. Past cases support this. Mr.
Kluge had no date. He is there-
fore not guilty of entertaining
women guests in the dormitories
after hours. If the board ruling
was consistent with the precedent
established in the past it would
have rejected Kluge's plea of
guilty.
This letter does, we hope, bring
out conclusively that this viola-
tion and violations with similar
factors surrounding it should not
have even reached the point
where it should have been con-
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Coach Tom Edwards iutors one
of his swimmers during a recent
practice session.
Last weekend the Kenyon Lords
1962-- 3 swimming team dived into-- f
what may be one of its roughest
seasons in years with a practice
meet against the Dayton Y.M.C.A.
Suffering from a multiplicity of
losses, the mermen are struggling
to keep their heads above water
for another successful year. Two
of last year's standout freshmen
quit the team, and this is ex-
pected to have a decided effect
upon the depth of the squad. In
addition to these losses, downs
have washed away the freshman
squad's hopes for varsity compet-
ition. The upperclassmen will
have to shoulder the pressure of
the coming Grove City relays at
Grove City, Pa., and the Ohio
Conference relays at Akron
Kenyon was able to defeat the
Dayton Y team, which has been
national champion several times
in the past few years, 57-3- 7. The
individual performances at the
pool Saturday indicate the appar-
ent success of Coach Tom Ed-
wards' preseason weight program.
The wet Lords used this contest
to find out how far along training
had progressed and to acclimate
new and old swimmers to the
formal procedure which swim
meets follow.
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REV. HETTLINGER POINTS
OUT NECESSITY OF MYTHS
by Perrin Radley
The Rev. Richard F. Hettlinger
preached Nov. 25 the first in a
series of three sermons on the
myths of heaven and hell; the
brilliance of these sermons will
commend them to a wide au-
dience, and the arguments pre-
sented in them will certainly
arouse much interest.
It was Rev. Mr. Hettlinger's
intention in the first sermon of
the series to establish the neces-
sity for such myths in Christian
theology, and to indicate the prop-
er way these literal statements of
the last things should be unders-
tood by a Christian.
SOME WOULD consider that
the Biblical eschatology be called
mythical because it cannot be
shown to be literally true, and
that it is contrary to scientific
knowledge. Rev. Mr. Hettlinger's
reason for calling them myths is
different. They are myths because
they use historical language and
images of our world of time and
space to describe something which
does not apply to our universe
and is outside the historical proc-
ess.
Indeed, did the Biblical writers
ever intend that their symbols be
taken literally? Rev. Mr. Hettl-
inger would suggest that this was
"ever their intention. The myths
MERMEN BEGIN SEASONS
NEITHER AT FULL FORCE
On the first of December, the
Lords travel to Grove City where
they will participate against stiff
relays competition. These relays
are being raised to respectable
stature by the invitation of other
well-know- n swimming schools
such as the University of Cincin
nati, Westchester State Teachers
College, and Bowling Green State
University. Hopes for a Kenyon
first place are meager; the object
is to give the mermen some first
rate competition before thrashing
into the Ohio Conference relays
the week following.
KENYON'S HOPES at Akron
are dependent on a highly-spirite- d
and well-traine- d nucleus of re-
turning lettermen. Kenyon has
not lost the O.A.C. relays since
they were begun eight years ago,
one slight exception being a tie
torJrsL-placein-196-
0 with Ohio
Wesleyan. This year a power-
fully recruited Wittenberg and
a dark-hors- e Baldwin Wallace
threaten the Lord's chances.
Steady improvement characterizes
the purple flood's practices which
leads us to believe that whoever
wins the O.C. relays at Akron on
the eighth of December will have
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Co-captai- ns Dave Evans, shown
here, and Bob Kuppenheimer will
lead the mermen into the Grove
City relays tomorrow.
use historical language to describe
the ultimate meaning of history
and not the last events within
the historical process. They are
to be considered as imaginative
pictures cast in the mold of his-
tory which attempt to convey the
truth of human destiny. They
have no further pretense; the very
inconsistency of the pictures they
present would seem to be an
adequate indication of the limita-
tions under which the authors
were working, and would discour-
age any rash attempts at literal
interpretation.
But, however, as signs pointing
to the reality of the spiritual
realm they may and of course
Christians believe they may
tell us something about the na-
ture and quality and meaning of
that realm. "They may not tell
us enough to satisfy our intellec-
tual curiosity, but they tell us
enough to guide our lives and
illumine our decisions. They are
not so much statements of fact
about the future as statements of
faith about the present. They are
not intended as descriptions of
the furniture of heaven and the
temperature of hell, but as warn-
ings about the importance and
consequence of our choices and
actions here and now."
Farney, Lynn Out
by Fred Farrar
Since Kenyon's first basketball
game is tomorrow night in the
field house, how do the Lords look
to Coach Bob Harrison? Not too
good.
With Brian Farney, a promis-
ing freshman, on the sidelines due
to a surplus of deficiency reports,
and sophomore John Lynn out for
a few weeks with a broken right
hand, Kenyon's depth-les- s squad
looks more anemic than ever.
"All I can promise at the pres-
ent is that we'll show up for all
our games," quipped Harrison,
who obviously was far from
ecstatic over his squad's showing
thus far.
"WE HAVEN'T looked as good
as I'd hoped," he admitted. "It
appears we wont reach our
peak until the late part of the
season, probably around the first
of February."
"Our goal remains," he said.
"to have our third straight win
ning season. If we can achieve
that, it will be the first time in
history a Kenyon basketball team
has had three winning seasons
in a row."
"The boys have shown much
improvement, but we still have
a lot of things to improve on. I
hope to have some of these prob-
lems ironed out by Saturday."
FENN'S FOXES have suffered
little through graduation, and
Kenyon just squeaked by them
last year with a guy named
Slade. They're big, tough, and
they have experience; not to men-
tion depth. Kenyon will have to
hustle all the way just to stay in
the game.
After Fenn come three more
rough opponents: Ohio Wesleyan,
Otterbein and Wittenberg. On
December 28-2- 9 Kenyon will play
in a four team tournament at Ash-
land. According to Columbus
Dispatch columnist Wil Kilburger,
the OC is "really tough" this sea-
son. Let's hope that our war-
riors try and survive at least
until January.
ONE MIGHT raise a question
at this point. Having gone so far
could not Rev. Mr. Hettlinger
have gone further still, and have
dismissed altogether the notion
that the final judgment will take
place at some indefinite period in
the future and maintain, instead,
that Christ through the Holy
Spirit gives to us eternal life,
now, at the present time if we
will but believe on him? are not
the myths doing more than help-
ing us to make statements of
faith about the present? are they
not images telling about an event
going on in the present?
It is possible to say this is the
view of St. Paul and St. John.
Though Paul does not completely
reject the notion of a last judg-
ment (1 Cor. 15: 24-6- ); neverthe-
less, it is true that he says the real
bliss of mankind is righteousness
and peace in the Holy Spirit for
those that are "in Christ." This
bliss is something that can be
given at any time to the believer
by the Holy Spirit; for as Paul
says, "Behold, now is the accept-
able time; behold, now is the day
of salvation" (2 Cor. 6:2.)
John is more emphatic, and
gives up all thought of an apo-
calyptic eschatology. For John
the resurrection of the dead and
Hard - To - Please Critic
Views Likeable Picture!
by John C. Cocks, Jr.
Anna Karenina, one of Garbo's
last pictures, proves 1) just how
silly Hollywood can be when they
take on a "classic," and 2) that
Greta Garbo is probably the most
beautiful woman the movies have
produced. Frederic March and
Basil Rathbone flit in and out,
but it's Garbo's show all the way.
Clarence Brown directed with
characteristic ineptness, and S. N.
Berman wrote the questionable
screenplay ("Let us sail down the
Grand Canal together." "Oh yes,
yes") which manages to turn Tol-
stoy into a kind of literate Faith
Baldwin.
Vincente Minnelli's Brigadoon
doesn't come within miles of his
earlier Meet Me in St. Louis or
An American in Paris, but it's a
nice piece of work nonetheless.
Gene Kelly and Van Johnson
spend a day in an enchanted vil
lage in the Scottish Highlands,
meeting Cyd Charise and singing
a dozen or so Lerner and Loewe
songs, some of which sound like
bagpipes filtered through Musak
in the lobby of the Brill Building.
It's all a sort of vest-pock- et Lost
Horizon, with Kelly dancing across
the magic bridge at the end of
the sixth reel; Van Johnson, on
the other hand, just stands there,
a situation which has baffled and
disturbed me more than anything
this side of Claudia's disappear
ance in L'Avveniura.
So many really good things
have been written about Alain
Resnais and Hiroshima, Mon
Amour that any discussion here of
the film or its director would be
superfluous. I do think it is worth
pointing out, though, that what in
1958 seemed new and daring is
now almost standard procedure:
the long tracking shots and split
second cuts are used as they are
in Last Year at Marienbad; the
characters, instead of "X" and
"A," are "The Man" and "The
Woman"; the dialogue, here by
Marguerite Duras, is just about
the same as Robbe-Grillet- 's in
Last Year. As a matter of fact,
there is such a similarity between
the two films that it could almost
be said Resnais hasn't made a
"new" picture since Hiroshima,
and what he has given us in this
is a sort of Chinese puzzle box of
technical tricks with nothing at
their base but a lot of pretentious,
look-Ma-I'- m existential posturing
In A Very Private Affair, Louis
Malle manages the difficult feat of
subordinating Brigitte Bardot to
the plot, which would be just fine,
the Last Judgment are implicit in
the coming of Christ; John says
that he who believes in Christ is
already saved, but he who does
not believe has already been con
demned (John 3:18.) He says,
further, that he who believes has
already been resurrected: "Truly,
truly I say to you, he who hears
my word and believes him who
sent me. has eternal life." And
certainly Christ's teaching on the
salvation of the believer is made
clear in his exchange with Martha
over her dead brother Lazarus.
Martha expressed the belief that
she knew he would rise at the
last day which is the hope ex-
pressed by the prophets; Jesus
corrected her and said, "I am the
resurrection and the life, he who
believes in me though he die, yet
shall he live." And straightaway
he raised Lazarus from the dead.
(John 11:18-46- ).
but this particuar plot (a sort of
frantic melange of The Towel's
actual career and the second
movement of La Dolce Vita) is
nothing to brag about, and the
frame freezes, jump cuts and
slow motion work don't do as
much to augment the proceedings
as you might expect. Marcello
Mastroianni plays his loves scenes
with Bardot as if he were anxious
to get back to work with Fellini,
and you can hardly blame him.
The Pigeon That Took Rome is
a vulgar little piece of business
which manages to pull Charlton
Heston out of his chariot. It's
hardly worth the effort. Roman-
off and Juliet isn't really much
better, either. A slow, heavy-hande- d
Peter Ustinov production
matching Sandra Dee and her
buck teeth with John Saxon and
his greasy pompadour, the whole
thing is sort of a technicolored
nightmare of flat champagne and
stale caviar out of maybe Lub-itsc- h,
the poor man.
Whatever Happened to Baby
Jane? is Robert Aldrich's first film
in three years, full of the kind of
violent realism that he does so
well. It isn't perhaps as power-
ful a picture as Attack, as enter-
taining as Kiss Me Deadly or as
bitter as The Big Knife, but it is
still (with Lolita) the best Ameri-ica- n
film of the year. Too slow
for the first two reels, too loud
and unbelievable on occasion af-
terwards, Baby Jane still has a
good deal of the kind of creeping
horror that Val Lewton did so
well during the forties and that is
good to see done with so much
obvious respectful affection, again.
Candid Dance Weekend shots:
Above: suave senior poses with
date in Peirce Hall. Below: Faith-
ful check room attendant attempts
to ignore contribution bowl while
perfoming duty.
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The annual service of Advent
music will take place Sunday,
December 9 at 7:30 P.M. in the
Church of the Holy Spirit. Fea-
tured on the program will be
the brass choir, the string en-
semble, the Kenyon Singers, the
Chapel Choir, and the Mixed
Chorus. The musical selections
will be combined with scriptural
passages appropriate to the Ad-
vent season. Included on the
program will be a Corelli con-
certo played by the string en-
semble and Christmas selections
sung by both the Kenyon Singers
and the Chapel Choir. The con-
cluding number will be a "Te
Deum" by Mozart performed by







DOES KLAN HAVE RIGHT
OF PRIVATE FINANCES?
(Cont. from
In another of his pro-hock- ey
ventures, Lentz whimsically pre-
faced his remarks declaring,
"Once again I bravely venture
forth on behalf of the Hockey
Club. I hope I get some free tick-
ets, or something . . ."
But by far the most serious
objection at Monday's meeting
was voiced by Steve Herbst, Col-
legian Advisory Editor. In a six
page statement, Herbst assailed
the Council for letting the Kenyon
Klan have private funds. Herbst
and many Council members felt
that since the Klan ostensibly was
in force to "promote intramural
and intercollegiate athletics as
well as social events," it should
finance, either in full or part, the
Hockey Club. of
HERBST BELIEVED that the
Klan should have its funds ad-
ministered by the Council. "I
submit," he intoned "that the
Klan, as one student group among
many, has neither the right to in
possess private funds, nor the
right to dole out or even refuse
funds."
"The Council, I propose," he
continued, "must resolve to incor-
porate the Klan funds with all the
other student funds. In doing this to
the Council will not be merely
multiplying its financial respon-
sibilities, but actualizing the re-sponsibil- iites
it already has."
"IT IS CLEAR that the Council
has two courses of action left open
to it," argued Herbst.
"1) Either it will deny itself the
powers invested in it by its found-
ers by allowing the Klan to retain
ALUMNI HOUSE IS
HEART OF CAMPUS
(Cont. from page 3)
wish everyone could read it, but
I am sorry when someone reads
one issue and can't follow up in
the next. He has no background
for the thing, either the building
of the question, or the result of it."
Switching subjects, "Ma" said,
"I like to think of the Alumni
House as the heart of the campus.
It's blood is pumped all over the
campus in the form of lecturers,
guests, freshmen and parents;
that's why I want it to represent
Kenyon in the best possible light."
The keeper of Kenyon's dates
had this to say on the women's
hours subject: "I'm glad the hours
are settled. I personally think,
however, that students are fortun-
ate to have girls allowed in their
rooms at all. After all, look at the
large number of colleges that
don't have the same privilege. You
know, the other night, one of my
guests, after reading an issue of
The Collegian, asked what goes on
in the rooms that the students
want to prolong. Well, I couldn't
answer her,"
'What I think we need more
than anything else is a student
union. If I had the money, I'd
buy one for the students. We need
a place where they can have good,
honest fun. There should be rec
ords, music, dancing, and billiards
for those who don't have dates.
It should have a place for coffee
and snacks. Nothing elaborate,
but a place where Kenyon men
can get together with their
friends."




its priveleged position (this of
course involves the Council's ab-
dication of its primary function
of those laws just read Constitu-
tion, Articles III, 1, 2; Bylaws,
Article 1, 2),
or, 2) The Council will incorpor-
ate the Klan's funds in the same
way that other student funds
have been incorporated."
"I leave the rest up to you."
SKIP FALKENSTINE, the ad-
visor of the Klan, immediately
attacked Herbst's argument.
"Everything has a history," he
said, "and therein lies the back-
ground."
"The Council has a Student Ac-
tivity Fund," he explained. "All
other funds come under the juris-
diction of the business manager
the college. We are getting
our funds through the business
manager, and it will remain thus,
until we are told to change our
system."
"The Kenyon Klan was founded
recognition of the poor condi-
tion of athletics at Kenyon. This
may be a 'gravy train', or call it
what you will, but recognize also,
that Kenyon doesn't subsidize ath-
letes the way some of our com-
petitors do.
"Our organization's purpose is
further athletics, not to further
the library; they've got other
funds."
"ATHLETICS ARE downtrod-
den on this campus. If we lose
our sovreignty in this situation,
we've lost something we can never
get back. It may be selfish, but
that's the way I feel."
As he left, Skip commented,
"the Kenyon Klan is obviously
the target, but there are other
groups . . . Phi Beta Kappa, for
example."
"But what do they sell?" in-
quired a Council member.
"Keys," answered a glib com-
panion.
The Council voted $150 to the
Hockey Club for the present, with
the Kenyon Klan issue due to
come up again in Monday's meet-
ing. The temporary resolution
offered by Lentz was $200 short of
his previous week's proposal, and
mustered 12 votes in passing.
Cop Cass Corners
Campus Caperers
Cont. from page 1)
guilty, and sentenced him to social
probation until spring vacation.
Steve Wallace went into Mount
Vernon with his girl to eat break-
fast. The time: 5 a.m. They re-
turned to Wallis' room, and
before the door could be shut,
Officer Cass' bald dome appeared.
The time: 5:55 a.m.
Wallis will get off social pro-
bation in 1963. The time: after
spring vacation.
The lone dissenter in the edi-
tors' case, Steve Herbst had some
post-meeti- ng comments to make
about the board and rule 2E.
"Although I thought all three
(Burch, Black and Kluge) were
clearly in violation of the 9 o'clock
rule," he said, "I saw no reason
to mete out punishment, because
of my basic disagreement with a
rule that disallows harmless con-
versation among groups in their
rooms while parties are still go-
ing on."
"I am happy with the board,
although I dissented, but I think
the board because of an unfair
rule has been forced into an ex-
tremely unhappy position."
"Only after a rule as unhealthy,
unrealistic and illiberal as this one
is done away with, do I feel the
board can continue to function
as an effective organ."
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'Name Lecturers' Good For
We're aware of the whistle-sto- p
problem."
THERE WILL be one lecturer
here for a week in February. Sir
Stephen Runciman, a medieval
scholar from Oxford will speak
on Monday, Feb. 17, and remain
here the rest of the week to meet
with students.
Myers said that he would ask
the Lectuxships Committee to
consider obtaining two or three
men next year "for three days
or something like that."
Myers, who is also acting head
of the Philosophy Department,
was then asked about the value of
'name lecturers such as Frost and
Huxley.
"The Lecturships Committee is
not responsible for Robert Frost."
Myers stated. "His appearance
was handled by the President's
office. "I'm not apologizing for
Huxley, however. There was a
lot of interest generated by his
talk even though for some his
talk was disappointing. Still,
THE CLEAN WHITE SOCK
He not only wears the clean white sock; he Is "clean white sock. It's a kind of confi-
dence that comes from knowing the right thing to do; even if he decides not to doit. His clean white socks are by Adler. His girl is by his side, every bit as 'clean whitesock as he is. Naturally they don't always wear white socks, they just act like they do.People who really swing are wearing the Adler S C shrink controlled wool sock.f1.00.
ADLER THE
THE RUDIN CO.,
(Cont. from page 1)
many people were glad just to
have the opportunity of seeing
him. After Huxley talked to one
of my philosophy classes, a stu-
dent told me that now he would
be able to tell his grandchildren
he had had a class under Aldous
Huxley."
THIS LATTER quote seems to
point out the main value of 'name
speakers'. "A lecture might be
disappointing but not a total loss,"
Myers said. "The intellectual con-
tent of the lecture is most im-
portant, but the effect of a name
lecturer on public relations can-
not be ignored. Getting a well-know- n
man is a feather in our
cap. We've received compliments
from a number of colleges for get-
ting Frost and Huxley."
Myers admitted he was dissat-
isfied with political lecturers such
as Barry Goldwater who consider
Kenyon just another college in
their extended tour's. His at-
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Publicity
ernor Nelson Rockefeller for a
"major political speech" recently
fell through. No major political
figures are envisioned as coming
here this year.
Myers was not entirely satisfied
with the attendance at this year's
lectures. He admitted that some
of the more specialized lectures
would not be of interest to many
students but wished attendance
had been greater at some of the
lectures of more general interest.
He laid especial emphasis on the
African series. Melville Hersko-vit- s,
Director of African Studies
at Northwestern University will
speak Jan. 11 on "Africa: After
Colonization What?" Myers
considers Herskovits the country's .
most important student of African
affairs.
"Most of this year's lectures
have been interesting not just
names," Myers claimed. "Our
danger now is retrenchment. We
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